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Science tells us tai chi is good 

for both body and mind 

By Wendy Haaf 

I 
n 1994, Pat Bradley-White, then 47, happened to hear a 
brief description of tai chi on a radio program. "That 
got me curious and interested," she says, so she sought 
out classes to give the ancient practice a try. 

Variously described as meditation in motion and a 
martial art practised for both its defence-training and 
health benefits, tai chi is at least 700 years old and involves 
a sequence of 108 deliberate dancelike movements, or 
"forms" (which incorporate a synchronized system of 
breathing), gentle enough that they can be performed by 
people with a variety of health challenges. 

Enjoying both the activity and the fellowship she 
found in the class es, Bradley-White, who now lives in 
Almonte, ON, continued the practice and over time 
began noticing that the niggling aches and pains in her 
knees and back were fading. 

"Tai chi creates an awareness of what's going on in your 
body, and it changed the way I moved," she says. "Once I did 
tai chi regularly, the aches ancj pains disappeared. My bal
ance was better and my leg strength got better." 

And while Bradley-White says she wouldn't have 

described herself as feeling particularly stressed before 
taking up tai chi, as she progressed, she felt a previously 
invisible weight lifting. Moreover, she says, "My memory 
started to improve." 

While there arc a number of styles of tai chi named for 
the families that purportedly cstnblishcd each of them
such as Sun and Yang-the differences mostly come down 
to pace and emphasis-for instance, whether the goal is 
self-defence or breathing and relaxation. 

Bradley-White practises a modified form of the Yang 
style that focuses on improving health and is rooted in Tao
ist values, such as volunteerism. Known as Taoist tai chi, the 
variant was developed by Master Moy Lin Shin, who began 
teaching it soon after arriving in Canada in 1970. He also 
established the Fung Loy Kok Institute of Taoism, a now 
international organization that is entirely volunteer-run. 

Since all styles incorporate similar physical and mental 
elements, it's reasonable to expect similar effects on the 
body and mind. Herc arc just a few of the reasons it's a great 
form of exercise that's particularly well-suited for those of 
us 55 or older. 
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